AGRICULTURE--MONTANA
"RAIN A MIXED BLESSING: FROM DELAYED, RUINED HARVESTS TO BOUNTIFUL FEED, RANCHES, FARMS FEEL THE FALLOUT GOLDEN TRIANGLE GRAIN PRICES"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 SEP 29

ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT
PRISONERS--EDUCATION
JAILS--MONTANA
"PROGRAMS FOR INMATES CUT: JAIL ENDS SERVICES TO MAKE UP FOR BUDGET SHORTFALL"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 SEP 28

BRIDGES
RIGHT-OF-WAY
"WEST FORK BRIDGE: COUNTY LOOKS AT CONDEMNING RIGHT-OF-WAY"; RAVALLI REPUBLIC; 2002 OCT 4

BUDGET--MONTANA
ALCOHOL-DRUG TREATMENT
"BUDGET CUTS COULD CLOSE TREATMENT CENTER: BUTTE JOBS AT STAKE"; MONTANA STANDARD; 2002 OCT 18

BUDGET--MONTANA
TAX REFORM
"MARTZ AGAIN PROMISES NOT TO RAISE TAXES: GOVERNOR TO PROPOSE REVENUE-NEUTRAL SALES TAX ON SELECTED ITEMS"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2002 SEP 27

BUDGET--MONTANA
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES--MONTANA
"MENTAL HEALTH PATIENTS, WORKERS PLEAD FOR SERVICES"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2002 OCT 11
BUDGET--MONTANA
HEALTH CARE--MONTANA
HUMAN SERVICES--MONTANA
CHILD SERVICES
FOSTER CARE
"OFFICIALS WINCE OVER HEALTH CUTS"; MONTANA STANDARD; 2002 OCT 26

BUDGET--MONTANA
EDUCATIONAL FINANCE--MONTANA
"STUDENTS BEARING BRUNT OF CUTS, CROFTS SAYS"; HAVRE DAILY NEWS; 2002 OCT 22

CANADA
TOURIST TRADE
"ORGANIZATIONS PUSH EXPANDED PEACE PARK"; BIG FORK EAGLE; 2002 OCT 9

CANADA
TOURIST TRADE
"WATERTON PARK EXPANSION GETS LOCAL APPROVAL"; MISSOULIAN; 2002 OCT 17

COALBED METHANE
WATER QUALITY
"BURIED TREASURE? BUSH ADMINISTRATION OFFICIAL TOUTS AREA'S CBM POTENTIAL
LOCAL LEGISLATOR CONSIDERING BILLS TO ADDRESS ISSUE OF MINERAL RIGHTS";
BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2002 SEP 28

CORRECTIONS--MONTANA
PRISONS--MONTANA
PRIVATE CORRECTIONS--MONTANA
"SHELBY PRISON LAYS OFF 22 STAFF: TWELVE MORE DEMOTED"; GREAT FALLS
TRIBUNE; 2002 OCT 10

COURTS--FINANCE
"STATE SUPREME COURT ASSUMES ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL OF DISTRICT COURTS, LEAVING MANY QUESTIONS"; JEFFERSON COUNTY COURIER; 2002 SEP 25

**DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES**
"DIABILITY GROUP SUES STATE OVER FAILED FUNDS"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 SEP 19

**EDUCATIONAL FINANCE--MONTANA**
"LAWSUIT: EDUCATION BUDGET UNCONSTITUTIONAL"; BIG FORK EAGLE; 2002 AUG 28

**ELECTIONS--MONTANA**
**CITIZEN PARTICIPATION**
"GRASSROOTS VS. GREENBACKS: INITIATIVE PROCESS COULD GET A LOT MORE EXPENSIVE"; MISSOULA INDEPENDENT; 2002 OCT 17

**ELECTIONS--MONTANA**
**PRISONS--MONTANA**
"JAIL COMMITTEE OFFERS INFO... GLACIER REPORTERD; 2002 OCT 24

**ELECTIONS--MONTANA**
**ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS --MONTANA**
**ELECTRIC UTILITY DEREGULATION**
"OPPONENTS ARGUE PRO AND CONS OF I-145"; STILLWATER COUNTY NEWS; 2002 OCT 24

**EMINENT DOMAIN**
**PROPERTY RIGHTS**
"JUDGE OKS REROUTING GAS PIPELINE"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2002 OCT 19

**ENERGY COSTS**
**ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRIES**
"NORTHWESTERN ENERGY RATES IN MIDDLE OF REGIONAL PACK"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 JUL 7
ENERGY COSTS
"SCHOOLS, CITIES SIGN ELECTRICITY CONTRACTS"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 JUL 2

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP
"LANDOWNERS SKEPTICAL OF EPA PLAN"; SILVER STATE POST; 2002 SEP 25

GAMBLING--MONTANA
INDIAN AFFAIRS--GAMBLING
INDIAN AFFAIRS--TAXATION
INDIAN GAMING
TAX POLICY--MONTANA
"STATE DROPS TAX SUIT VS. RESORT"; MISSOULIAN; 2002-OCT-22

GENETIC ENGINEERING
AGRICULTURE--MONTANA
"MONTANA FARMERS UNION CONVENTION: GENETIC CROPS SHOW BIGGEST POTENTIAL RISKS FOR STATE AG"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 OCT 25

GRAVEL PITS
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
"CITIZENS: DEQ SHOULD DENY COOK-LEHRKIND PERMIT"; HIGH COUNTRY INDEPENDENT PRESS; 2002 SEP 19

HIGHER EDUCATION FINANCE--MONTANA
"BIGGEST SCHOOLS MAY HAVE TO SHARE THEIR WEALTH, REGENTS SAY"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 SEP 19

HIGHER EDUCATION FINANCE--MONTANA
"BUDGET, SURCHARGE APPROVED BY REGENTS"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2002 SEP 20
HIGHER EDUCATION FINANCE--MONTANA
"RAISES WOULD BOOST MANY AT UNIVERSITY TO $100,000 PLUS"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2002 SEP 18

HIGHER EDUCATION FINANCE--MONTANA
"REGENTS OK PAY RAISES FOR ADMINISTRATORS MOE OFFICIALLY NAMED DEAN OF MSU TECH"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 SEP 20

HUMAN SERVICES--MONTANA
BUDGET--MONTANA
"BUDGET CUTS DAUNTING: ELDERLY, KIDS, MENTALLY ILL STAND TO LOSE THE MOST LOCAL RESIDENTS SHUDDER AT SCENARIO"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 OCT 8

HUNTING FISHING
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS--MONTANA
"HUNTING AND ANGLING: IT'S BIG BUSINESS IN MONTANA"; MONTANA STANDARD; 2002 OCT 28

INCOME TAX--MONTANA
SALES TAX--MONTANA
PROPERTY TAX--MONTANA
"SENATOR TO PROPOSE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT TO CHANGE TAX STRUCTURE, SIMPLICITY IS THE KEY TO EQUALIZATION OF TAXES"; LEWISTON NEWS-ARGUS; 2002 OCT 19

INDIAN AFFAIRS--EDUCATION
"SPIRIT OF THE LAW: THIRTY YEARS AFTER THE MONTANA CONSTITUTION PROMISED TO TEACH INDIAN HISTORY AND CULTURE, HAS THE STATE LIVED UP TO ITS PROMISE? MISSOULA INDEPENDENT; 2002 AUG 29

JAILS-MONTANA
"CONSTRUCTION ON NEW JAIL SHOULD START BY SPRING"; TOWNSEND STAR; 2002 OCT
**JAILS-MONTANA**
"COUNTY PLANS TO PROCEED WITH JAIL CONSTRUCTION"; TOWNSEND STAR; 220 SEP 19

**JUVENILE CORRECTIONS**
"BURGLARY SUSPECTS DENY INVOLVMENT"; ANACONDA LEADER; 2002 OCT 18

**JUVENILE CORRECTIONS**
"EQUINE THERAPY PROGRAM HELPS BOYS MEND WAYS: USING HORSES TO HEAL"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 OCT 14

**JUVENILE DETENTION**
**JUVENILE CORRECTIONS--MONTANA**
"COUNTY WILL FIND CASH O DEAL WITH KIDDY CRIMINALS"; ANACONDA LEADER; 2002 OCT 18

**JUVENILE DETENTION**
"JUVENILE DETENTION FACILITY: IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN ORDER TO KEEP LICENSE"; RAVALLI REPUBLIC; 2002 SEP 19

**JUVENILE DETENTION**
"NEW JUVENILE FACILITY HIRING, WILL OPEN IN DEC. ANACONDA LEADER; 2002 SEP 30

**LAKES**
"PRIVATE LAKE? SURVEY: STATE 9 FEET SHORT OF ACCESS TO METCALF LAKE"; DAILY INTERLAKE; 2002 AUG 23

**MEDICARE**
**PRESCRIPTION DRUGS**
"MEDICARE FIX DENIES ORAL CANCER DRUGS BILL WOULD GIVE MONTANA $50 MILLION MORE"; DAILY INTERLAKE; 2002 OCT 6

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES--MONTANA
BUDGET--MONTANA
"BUDGET CUTS FOR MENTAL HEALTH CALLED 'FRIGHTENING': MORE SUICIDES FEARED IF STATE TRIMS PROGRAMS SERVING THE MENTALLY ILL"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2002 OCT 14

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES--MONTANA
BUDGET--MONTANA
"MENTAL-HEALTH BUDGET CUTS OUTLINED BY TOP STATE OFFICIALS"; DAILY INTERLAKE; 2002 OCT 12

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES--MONTANA
"WARM SPRINGS HAS LITTLE TO HELP MANY NEED PROVED ON DAILY BASIS"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2002 OCT 6

NATURAL RESOURCES
LAKES
LAND USE
"FLOOD OF COMMENTS FAVOR BUYING STUART MILL BAY"; ANACONDA LEADER; 2002 SEP 25

NATURAL RESOURCES
"PUBLIC GETS A SAY ON STUART MILL BAY"; ANACONDA LEADER; 2002 SEP 20

PRESCRIPTION DRUG COSTS
"PAYING THE HIGH PRICE OF PRESCRIPTIONS"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 SEP 24

PRISON OVERCROWDING
PRISONS--MONTANA
CORRECTIONS--MONTANA
"FEDS: INTERNAL PROBLEMS, NOT LACK OF SPACE CREATING JAIL OVERCROWDING"; CARBON COUNTY NEWS; 2002 OCT 24

PRISONERS--MONTANA
"FREED INMATES MAY STRAIN RESOURCES"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2002 SEP 20

PRISONERS--MONTANA
"OFFICIAL SAYS INMATE LOSS JEOPARDIZES SHELBY PRISON"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 SEP 25

PRISONS--MONTANA
"CORRECTIONS DIRECTOR SAYS SHELBY PRISON WILL SHARE STATE CUTS"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 SEP 27

PRISONS--MONTANA
"MONTANA STATE BUDGET SHORTFALLS RESULT IN PRISONER RESTRICTED RELEASE PROGRAM: SHELBY'S CCA FACILITY WILL LOSE INMATES"; WESTERN BREEZE; 2002 SEP 20

PRISONS--MONTANA
"SHELBY MAYOR: STATE COMMITS TO PRISON FACILITY BIG CONTRIBUTOR TO THE AREA'S ECONOMY"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 SEP 26

PRISONS--MONTANA
"STATE HOPES TO FREE 400 INMATES SOON: CORRECTIONS DEPARTMENT PLACES MOST FREED CONS INTO PRE-RELEASE CENTERS"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2002 SEP 19

PRIVATE CORRECTIONS--SHELBY
CORRECTIONS--MONTANA
PRISONS--MONTANA
"CORRECTIONS TO ASK OK FOR PRIVATE PRISON PLAN"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 OCT 18
PROPERTY ASSESSMENT--MONTANA
TAX REFORM
"REAPPRAISALS IGNITE WORRIES: HOMEOWNERS LIKELY WILL SEE BIG TAX HIKES"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 OCT 1

RAILROADS
GRAIN
TRANSPORTATION
"STATE LEADERS PRESS CP FOR RAIL SERVICE"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2002 OCT 12

RAILROADS--MONTANA
"BNSF TAKES FIRST STEP TOWARD ABANDONMENT"; LEWISTOWN NEWS-ARGUS; 2002 AUG 21

RAILROADS--MONTANA
"RAILROAD RETENTION GOALS SET SEVERAL CONDITIONS TO BE MET"; LEWISTOWN NEWS-ARGUS; 2002 AUG 31

REDISTRICTING--MONTANA
LEGISLATIVE DISTRICTS
CENSUS--MONTANA
"CENSUS IMPACT KICKS IN"; MISSOULIAN; 2002 OCT 26

REDISTRICTING--MONTANA
"COMMISSION ADOPTS NEW HOUSE DISTRICTS FOR BITTERROOT"; RAVALLI REPUBLIC; 2002 SEP 26

REDISTRICTING--MONTANA
"PANEL ENDORSES REDISTRICTING IN EIGHT COUNTIES"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 SEP 17
REFERENDUM AND INITIATIVE
DAMS--MONTANA
"DAM ISSUE HIGHLIGHT OF BALLOT DEBATE"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2002 OCT 5

REFERENDUM AND INITIATIVE
ENERGY POLICY
"HB 474 FATE UP TO VOTERS"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2002 OCT 9

REFERENDUM AND INITIATIVE
TOBACCO SETTLEMENT
"PREVENTATIVE MEASURE: BACKERS OF INITIATIVE TO REALLOCATE TOBACCO MONEY RALLY IN MISSOULA"; MISSOULIAN; 2002 SEP 25

REFERENDUM AND INITIATIVE
DAMS--MONTANA
TOBACCO SETTLEMENT
"VOTERS BACK DAM BUY-BACK, TOBACCO-PREVENTION ISSUES"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2002 OCT 1

SCHOOL DISTRICTS
"LOWER VALLEY SCHOOL STUDIES ARE UNDER WAY"; BIG FORK EAGLE; 2002 SEP 25

SPECIAL SESSIONS
"MARTZ: FIX-UP SESSION TO BE SEPT 13: GOVERNOR VOWS TO VETO BILLS ON ANY OTHER SUBJECT"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2002 SEP 4

SPECIAL SESSIONS
"SPECIAL SESSION SHORT, SWEET: LEGISLATORS CORRECT $30 MILLION MISTAKE MANY TRAVEL FOR HOURS FOR HOUR'S WORK"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 SEP 14
TAX REFORM
SALES TAX--MONTANA
"MARTZ TOUTS LOCAL OPTION SALES TAXES"; MISSOULIAN; 2002 OCT 5

TAX REFORM
INCOME TAX--MONTANA
TOURIST TRADE
TAXATION
"PANEL BACKS MARTZ IDEA TO CUT INCOME TAXES"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 SEP 17

TAX REFORM
INCOME TAX--MONTANA
"PANEL RECOMMENDING 9.5% INCOME TAX CUT"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2002 SEP 17

TAX REFORM
SALES TAX--MONTANA
"POLL: VOTERS STILL OPPOSE SALES TAX PROPOSITION"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2002 OCT 1

TAX REVENUES
BUDGET--MONTANA
"LOWER TAX REVENUE TO BLAME FOR BUDGET COLLAPSE"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 JUL 3

TAX REVENUES
HIGHER EDUCATION FINANCE--MONTANA
"MSU PRESIDENT SAYS STATE NEEDS MORE REVENUE"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2002 SEP 27

TAX REVENUES
"TAX REVENUE OUTLOOK GLOOMY"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2002 SEP 6
TOBACCO PREVENTION
TOBACCO SETTLEMENT
"TOBACCO ISSUE GETS POLITICAL, HEALTH BACKING"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2002 OCT 22

TOURIST TRADE
TAXATION
TAX REFORM
"MARTZ TO GET SALES TAX RECOMMENDATIONS TODAY"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2002 AUG 30

TOURIST TRADE
TAXATION
SALES TAX--MONTANA
"SALES TAX RENEWAL TOPS BALLOT IN WEST Y. BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2002 OCT 14

TOURIST TRADE
TAXATION
"TASK FORCE TO SUGGEST SALES TAX"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 AUG 31

TOURIST TRADE
TAXATION
"A TAXING ISSUE: GOVERNOR'S TOURIST TAX COULD BE BAD BUSINESS FOR BIG SKY, OWNERS SAY"; LONE PEAK LOOKOUT; 2002 OCT 3

UNIVERSITIES EDUCATION--MONTANA
"FIGHTING THE STATUS QUO: JOHN MERCER ISN'T AFRAID TO CONFRONT HIS COLLEAGUES ON THE BOARD OF REGENTS"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2002 OCT 20

WATER QUALITY
COALBED METHANE
AGRICULTURE--MONTANA
"CBM WATER RULING TO GET SPEEDY APPEALS REVIEW"; MILES CITY STAR; 2002 SEP 25
WATER QUALITY
COALBED METHANE
AGRICULTURE--MONTANA
"WATER QUALITY QUESTIONS: STATE OFFICIALS TOUR REGION, EXAMINE WATER ISSUES LINKED WITH COAL-BED METHANE, IRRIGATION"; MILES CITY STAR; 2002 SEP 26

WATER RIGHTS--MONTANA
"BITTERROOT COUPLE, GROUP IN WATER FIGHT: LAWSUIT: PUBLIC RESOURCE USED FOR PRIVATE PONDS"; MISSOULIAN; 2002 SEP 6

WATER RIGHTS--MONTANA
SUPREME COURT--MONTANA
"WATER RIGHTS EXTEND TO FISH, RECREATION: MONTANA SUPREME COURT OVERTURNS WATER COURT'S 1988 DECISION"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2002 OCT 4

WIND POWER
"WIND GENERATION FACILITY IN THE AIR?: MINNESOTA FIRM PURSUES THE IDEA; URGES LOCAL RESIDENTS TO PUSH STATE OFFICIALS"; BOULDER MONITOR; 2002 SEP 18

WORKERS COMPENSATION
"STATE FUND OFFERS PARTIAL PRIVATE LOOK"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2002 SEP 24